[Analysis of excitatory and inhibitory components of postsynaptic currents recorded in the pyramidal neurons and interneurons of the rat hippocampus].
Postsynaptic currents recorded in the whole-cell configuration with patch-clamp method are actually the sum ofexcitatory (EPSC) and inhibitory (IPSC) components. An approach has been developed allowing the quantitative evaluation of the amplitude and the time course of EPSC and IPSC without treatment of the brain slice with pharmacological inhibitors. The approach is based on the substantial difference in the equilibrium potential values of incoming cationic and anionic currents as the existence of linear regions of corrent-voltage dependence of these currents. The comparison of the results obtained with the classical pharmacological method and with the suggested one demonstrated their coincidence. It allows analysing the postsynaptic currents in sigle neurons without altering the synaptic transmission in the whole brain slice. The contribution of inhibitory currents in the composite synaptic response of intemeurons turned out to be smaller in comparison with pyramidal neurons of CA1 field of the rat hippocampus.